Hydraulic Summer Internship 2023

**Duration** = 10 weeks

**Internship details**: Each week the intern will spend 4 days working in one of the various departments and 1 day paired with an experienced industrial hydraulic repair technician.

Below is the duration and locations the intern will flow through during the course of the internship.

- Hydraulic Prep and Teardown - 2 Weeks
- Hydraulic Test – 2 weeks
- Machining/Cylinders – 1 week
- Paint/Shipping – 1 week
- Servo Lab – 2 weeks
- Servo Motor – 2 weeks

**Pay Rate** = $15.00-$17.00 per hour/ 40-50 hours per week

To learn more about our company, please take a minute to view our brief video by clicking on the link [https://vimeo.com/138160912](https://vimeo.com/138160912).


To apply: please contact Karen Hossfeld, HR Manager @ 630-593-6264 or khossfeld@pshinc.com